
 

 

Profile: 
 

Green Eagles Technology LLC “Wakan Tech “is a technology company operating in the field of Artificial 

Intelligence, robotics, and drones for agriculture sector. We enable governments, dates producing 

companies, and private farms to develop cost effective intelligent solutions that deliver efficiency, 

safety, and productivity. The company has been founded in 2019, so we have been in business for 2 

years. We are proud to be a 100% owned and operated Omani. We are the first company to be certified 

by CAA as commercial drone pilots, and we are the first company that has tried aerial pollination for 

date palm trees. We have been doing many projects for pesticide spray in different regions of the 

country with a cooperation with the ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Water Resources. The 

company holds a fleet of drones that are used for agricultural purposes.  

Vision: 

To offer the most innovative, reliable, and cost saving solution in the agricultural industry in order to 

secure the yield productivity and enhance the Agri-tech in Oman. 

Mission: 
 

We believe in the drone’s technology, robotics, and the power of AI to find the most beneficial and 

convenient solution to satisfy both farm owners and ourselves. 

 

Company’s Achievements: 

 Aerial Date Palm Pollination (Royal Court of Diwan, Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Water 

Resource, and several of Private date palm farms) 

 Pesticide Spray (pesticides for date palms and different types of trees, Locusts, and other 

insects spray) 

 Yield Health Monitoring (Using special imaging equipment/sensors to detect the health of the 

crops) 

Company Info: 

 Website: www.wakantech.om 

 Phone: +968 91765553 , +968 97337207 

 malik@wakantech.om , younis@wakantech.om 
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Future Outlooks: 

Wakan Tech is trying to maintain the lead in the Agri-tech industry here in Oman and will do its best not 

only to solve problems but also to bring in the future to the agricultural market and transform the farms 

into most intelligent ones. Our aim is to add values into the worldwide agi-tech market. We have signed 

with ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Water Resources to keep providing drone services and to 

cooperate in R&D projects. 

 

 

 


